
sEcTroN r3 REVERSE ASSEMBLY

The reverse assembly includes the reverse epicyclic
gears, rear extension casing, output shaft and, for
assembling and dismantling purposes, the main shaft.

Two diferent types of reverse assembly are fitted,
the 1952 and 1953 models and the SM model, and are
illustrated in Chapter l, fig. 2 and in fig. I of this
section respectively; the internal details are shown in
fig. 5, 6 and 7 of this section. The 1952 and 1953
models are similar in appearance and in the sequence
of assembling and dismantling. The SM model differs
from these two in the shape of the extension casing,
the gearbox-to-chassis mounting bracket, the coupling
flange and in the deletion of the ride control oil pump ;
the different models of reverse assembly are not inter-
changeable.

Before removing the reverse assembly, the gearbox
should be removed from the chassis, as described in
Section 1, and the following units should be removed
from the gearbox.

Fluid coupiing - Section 2
Side cover, sump and filter - Section 3
Control valve unit - Section 4
Parking brake bracket - Section 5
Front and rear servo units - Section 6
Rear pump and governor - Section 7

In addition, it is advisable to remove the ride control
oil pump and suction pipe (Section 10) if fitted, the
speedometer drive (Section 1l) and the road wheei
brake sen'o drive shaft (Section 12) at this stage.
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Fig.  I  Reverse assembly -  SM model



REMOVAL FROM GEARBOX

During removal of the reverse assembly from the
gearbox, and also during subsequent dismantling, all
thrust and adjusting washers should be labelled to
facilitate identification for re-assembly.

After removal of the units mentioned previously,
check the end float of the main shaft, as described later
in this section) to assess the thickness of the adjusting
washer which will be required when re-assembling.

Fit a holding tool to the coupling flange as shown in
fig. 15, or fit the drum holding tool (fig. 2) and wedge
the reverse annulus external teeth, to prevent the output
shaft from turning during loosening of the securing
nuts. Alternatively, refit the parkrng brake bracket
and the rear servo to hold the assembly from turning ;
the rear band adjusting screw must, of course, be
tightened sufficiently for the band to grip the drum.
Unlock and remove the output shaft securing nut,
tabwasher, clamping washer and the end nip adfusting
washer.

F ig .2  Loosen ing  t he  d r i v i ng  f l ange  bo l t s
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Turn the shaft progressively and remove the six
bolts securing the reverse unit driving flange to the
rear drum annulus gear. If the rear servo is refitted
for this purpose, the adfusting screw must be loosened
each time the drum is turned and retishtened while
loosening each bolt.

Remove the holding tool, if fitted, and withdraw the
coupling from the shaft.

1952 and 7953 models
Remove the bolts and the two long studs securing

the extension casing end cover and remove the torque
reaction bracket (Section l). Tap the end cover
rearwards, using a soft-faced hammer, and withdraw
it from the socket in the casing complete with the oil
seal. To remove the oil seal, tap it gently from its
housing in  rhe enJ cover .

Unscreu' and s'ithdrarv the fir 'e extension casing-to-
gearbox casing securing bolts, trvo of ri 'hrch have the
heads inside the extension casing ; the parking pawl
support bolt wil l, of course, have been removed.
Withdraw the reverse assemblv from the gearbox casing
taking care to retain the outer stationary cone key. If
the assembly sticks in the gearbox casing, a few sharp
taps on the front end of the main shaft will be sufficient
to start it moving.

When the assembly has been withdrawn, remove the
main shaft end float adjusting washer from the shaft
or from the output shaft planet carrier. Remove the
spring ring from the front end of the main shaft (fig. 3),
withdraw the shaft and remove the thrust washer from
the shaft or from the rear clutch hub.

Fit the rear clutch hub retainer as shown in Section
14, fig. 2.

SM model

The reverse assembly can be removed from the
gearbox as a complete assembly. If, however, it is to
be dismantled it will be found advantageous to loosen
the output shaft securing nut, as described for the 1952
and 1953 models, while the assembly is bolted to the
gearbox casing.

Remove the units listed at the beginning of this
section and check the end float of the main shaft.
Remove the driving flange-to-rear drum securing bolts.
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Fig.  3 Main shaf t

Remove the blanking plug from the rear face of the

extension casing to gain access to one of the securing

bolts and remove the five bolts, the parking pawl

support bolt having been removed previously.

!ilithdraw the reverse assembly from the gearbox

casing, taking care to retain the outer stationary cone

key, and remove the main shaft and washers (fig. 3).

Fit the rear clutch hub retainer as shown in Section
14, fig. 2.

Main shaft end float
Remove the spring ring from the main shaft, screw

on the end float sleeve as far as it will go and mount
a dial test indicator as shown in fig. 4. Piace the wedge
tool in position between the front end ofthe oil deliverl'
sleeve cap and the front drum and tap it in l ightlv to
take up the drum assembl-v end float. Push the main
shaft rearwards and turn the indicator dial to zero.
Pull the shaft forwards and note the reading. Repeat
the operation to ensure that the correct reading of end
float is obtained. If this is within the limits stated in
the ' Summary of Repair Data', the existing adjusting
rvasher can be retained providing that it is otherwise
serviceable. If the end float is incorrect, measure the
thickness of the adjusting washer and select a new
washer to give the correct end float on assembly.

D I S M A N T L I N G

The sequence of dismantling (fig. 5, 6 and 7) for the

models dealt with in this section is the same but the

components of the SM model come apart in a slightly

different manner to those of the 1952 and 1953 models

due to the front bearing being free in its housing on

the SM model and retained by a spring ring on the

1952 and 1953 models I the rear bearing is retained in

the housing on the SM model and is free on the 1952

and 1953 models.

Remove the bolts securing the end cover (SM model)

and remove the cover and mounting bracket, Tap the

oil seal from its housing in the end cover.

To remove the output shaft, set up the extension

casing flange on blocks, rear end uppermost, to give at

least 4| inches clearance between the output shaft

planet carrier and the bench. Alternatively, place the

casing over a suitable hole in the bench, or an over-

hanging platform, with a stop underneath to catch the

output shaft as it leaves the casing.

Protect the output shaft threads and using a press

and distance prece, or a hammer and drift, drive the

output shaft dori'nr.r'ards until the rear bearing becomes

free on the shaft. Release the press and withdraw the

rear bearing, servo drive gear locating washer (SM

model only) and the drive gear. Drive the output

shaft through the remainder of the assembly (1952 and

1953 models) and withdraw the distance sleeve from

the casing.

Fit a claw extractor and withdraw the front bearing

and the distance sieeve from the shaft (SM model).

Fig.  4 Checking the main shaf t  end f loat
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Remove the thrust washer from the reverse annulus
gear, lift the annulus gear, distance piece and the reverse
planet carrier from the output shaft taking care to
avoid damage to the white metal lining in the annulus
gear. Remove the spring ring from the output shaft
and lift off the reverse sun wheel and driving flange
and the thrust and adfusting washers.

Place the annulus gear on the bench, outer stationary
clutch cone uppermost, and expand and remove the
outer clutch cone using spring ring pliers as shown in
fig. 8 ; avoid expanding the cone more than is required
otherwise distortion may result. Turn the annulus
gear over and remove the retainer and cushioning ring
by pulling the lugs from the holes. The retainer may
have either two or four lugs and in the latter case, due
to the shape of the lugs, a slight turn might be necessary
before lifting from the holes.

Fit the clutch spring compressing tool to the exrension
casing, as shown in fig. ll, ensuring that the gap in
the spring ring is situated between two of the tool legs
to facilitate removal. The base of the tool fits into the
socket in the 1952 and 1953 casings but not on the SM
model ; the cente bolt, ther'efore, must be centraiized
in the casing before engaging the legs of the tool.
Screw down the tool nut until the clutch spring retainer
plate is clear of the spring ring and remove the ring
from the groove. Remove the tool and withdraw the
retaining plate and the six clutch springs. Withdraw
the inner clutch cone from the extension casing.
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If the clutch cone is difficult to lift from the casing,
place a hand across the face of the casting to retain the
cone and apply an air pressure of approximately 70
lb, per sq. in. intermittently to the clutch apply duct as
shown in fi,g. 12. This will lift the cone sufficiently
to allow withdrawal from the casing ; do not attempt
to rotate the cone as it is located by dowels. Remove
the outer sealing ring from the cone and the inner
sealing ring from the neck in the casing.

Remove the spring ring from the groove in the front
bearing housing (1952 and 1953 modeis) and tap out
the bearing.

INSPECTION AND RECTIFICATION

AII parts must be cleaned thoroughly before inspec-
tion, using compressed air, a brush and filtered cleaning
fluid. Gear teeth, external and internal splines, bores,
sealing ring grooves and the main shaft bearing housing
at the front end of the output shaft must be examined
for residual sludge. The clutch apply oil duct in the
extension casing and the oil passages at the rear end
of the main shaft (fig. 3) must be blown through to
ensure that they are free from obstruction.

Screu threads

Examine all screw threads, particularly any which
were tight on removal, and ciean those which require

j - - -
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Fig.  6 Reverse assembly

it, using the correcr taps and dies ; thread t1'pes differ
between early and later gearboxes.

Gears

Examine all gear teeth for damage and rhe end thrust
washers of the planet pinions for generai condition.

Examine the planet pinion carriers around the pin
bores for radial cracking, particularly across the
narrowest secrions, and check the pins for tightness in
the bores ; the pins are a press fit initially and should
remain tisht.

W A S H E R

E N D  C O V E R

cas ing  -  1952  and  1953  mode l s

If anv part of a planet pinion assembly is found to
be unserviceable the assembly concerned must be
reneu'ed ; planet pinions must not be removed from
or rehtted to the carrters.

If any pan of the reverse planet carrier is unservice-
able, the assembly, including the rear pump driving
gear, must be changed ; the pump driving gear is
retained by a ball and snap ring and any attempt to
remove it will render it unserviceable. The rear
pump must be changed with the reverse planet carrier
as a worn gear must not be mated with a new gear in
this instance.
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The output shaft planet gear assembly, reverse
sunwheel and the reverse planet gear assembly can be
changed independently of their mating gears.

Output shaJt

Examine the bearing faces of the planet carrier, the
shaft and the thrust and backing washers for scoring
and for signs of uneven wear. Examine the main
shaft spigot bronze bearing in the hollow end of the
output shaft.

Check the splines for fretting and twisting which
may indicate incipient failure.

If the output shaft is found to be unserviceable in
any part, it must be changed as an assembly. The
thrust and backing washers can, of course) be changed
independently and, indeed, should be changed if any
doubt exists as to their serviceabilitv.

Rezterse sun utheel and drioing flange assetnbly
Check the driving flange and the thrust washer

retainer for distortion and for tightness on rhe splines.

Examine the bronze bearing in the bore of the sun
wheel for scoring or uneven wear.

5
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Any unserviceability will necessitate changing of the
assembly. The thrust washer retainer under the
driving flange should not be disturbed as this is a press

fit and jig-assembled.

Reoerse planet canier

Check that the rear pump driving gear is tight on
the mounting and examine the gear fbr excessive wear.

Examine the bearing surface on the extension and
that of the cushioning ring for scoring and uneven
wear.

If any part of the reverse planet carrier rs unservrce-
able the assembly and the rear pump, as explained
under ' Gears', must be changed.

Rezterse clutch assernbly

Examine the mating faces of the outer stationary
clutch cone, the reverse annulus gear and the inner
stationary clutch cone for scoring, rough surfaces,
signs of over-heating and uneven contact.

Examine the thrust washer and the bearing surface
in the reverse annulus gear for scoring and uneven wear
and the *'hite metal l ining in the annulus gear bore
for scoring, cracking and for bad adhesron to the shell.

Check the clutch spnng retainer for damage or
distortion and the springs for collapsed coils. Check
that the springs are all of the same length.

Examine the outer stationary clutch cone for cracking
in the vicinity of the keyway and the key dowel for
looseness.

Examine the cushioning ring retainer for wear on
its bearing surface and for cracking at the bends of
the lugs. Check that the cushioning ring has not lost
its springiness and become flattened during service.

Any unserviceability of the reverse annulus gear,
outer stationary clutch cone and the inner stationary
clutch cone will necessitate changing of these parts as
an assembly. Two different clutch assemblies are in
service, one having an l l lo cone angle and the other
a l2$" cone angle; these must be kept separate from
each other. Other parts ofthe assembly can be changed
independently but clutch springs should be changed
as a set.Fig.  8 Removing the outer  c lutch cone



Fig.  9 Checking reverse p lanet  carr ier  end f loat

Bearings and housings
Examine the front and rear ball bearings for wear

and the outer races and their housings for signs of
spinning ; the outer races should be a push fit in the
housings.

These bearings can be changed independently of the
shaft or extension casing providing that due regard is
given to the condition of the housings and mountings.

Rear extension casingr TDorrt gear and coupling

Examine the extension casing for cracks in the
vicinity of the bolt holes and bearing housings.

Examine the internal splines of the worm gear and
coupling for signs of fretting or other damage and
examine the bore of the distance sleeve for burrs which
might become detached during assembling.

Examine the cast iron end cover of the 1952 anti
1953 models for cracks across the boit holes.

Check the coupling bolt holes for elongation.

All items in this assembly can be changed indepen-
dently.

A S S E M B L I N G

Before assembling, all parts must be clean and should
be oiled l ightl l '  with gearbox oil or Mobilube C.140.
Neu'gaskets, oil seals and spring rings should be fitted
rvhere applicable ; jointing compound must not be used
except w'here stated.

Ensure that anv ne\\ ' parts to be fitted are correct for
the model concerned. particularh' the reverse annuius
gear thrust washer rvhich is bronze for the 1952 and
1953 model and steel for the SA{ model.

Assess the thickness of the servo drive gear locating
washer (SM model) as described later in this section.

Stand the output shaft on end and assemble the thrust
u'asher, backrng rvasher and the driving flange and
reverse sun u'heel taking care not to damage the bronze
bearing in the sun u'heel bore as it passes over the shaft
splrnes. Check that thc- ri 'ashers are in the retainer on
the unJcr : rJc u1 '  the Jr i r  rng t lange anJ 11t  the spr ing
ring to the groove rn the shaft. Rotate the sun w'heel
assembl,v to see that it is free on the shaft. Fit the
reverse planet carrier ensuring that the gears mesh
correctly with the sun wheel and check that it rotates
freely.
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F ig .  l l  F i t t i ng  t he  c l u t ch  sp r i ng  re ta i ne r

Place the distance piece in posirion and, on the SM
model only, check the end float of the reverse planet
carrier by holding the distance piece against the shoulder
on the shaft and inserting a feeler blade between the
distance piece and the planet carrier as shown in fig. 9.
If the end float is not within the limits quoted in the
' Summary of Repair Data' the output shaft, or the
reverse planet carrier, or both, must be replaced by
selected parts.

Smear the inner clutch cone outer seal lightly with
Gargoyle H.T. grease and expand the seal genrly inro
its groove with the seal lip facing away from the conical
end of the clutch cone. Grease the inner seal and fit
it to the groove in the neck of the extension casing with
the lip facing the floor of the apply chamber. Ensure
that both seals are fitted snugly into their grooves.

Place the extension casidg on the bench, apply
chamber uppermost, and fit the outer seal guide tool
in position (fig. l0) ensuring that ir is seating on the
shoulder in the apply chamber. If a guide tool is not
available a narrow, flexible strip of metal approximately
I in. wide, of the correct length and free from burrs

I
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and jagged edges should be inserted in the same manner
as the tool.

Lower the inner cone squarely into the guide tool,
seal first, and turn it to engage the four dowels. Push
the cone into the chamber until ir reaches bottom.
Remove the guide tool, if necessary tapping it lighdy
to free it. Check that rhe cone is home in the apply
chamber.

Place the extension casing in position over the base
of the clutch spring compressing tool and fit the six
clutch springs into the sockets. Lay the clutch spring
retainer plate and the spring ring in position on top
of the spnngs and assemble the top portion of the tool
taking care to keep all parts in a central position.
Depress the rerainer until the spring ring can be fitted
into the groo\:e as shorvr.r in f ig, l l . When the spring
is in position tap it into the groove to ensure that it
will not spring out under pressure. Release the
pressure and remove the tool.

Check the freedom of the cone in the apply chamber
by applying an air pressure of approximately 70 lb.
per sq.in. to the clutch apply duct as shown in fig. 12.
The cone should move freely in and out of the chamber.

F ig .  l 2  Tes t i ng  t he  c l u t ch  app l y  cone



Hold the cone out by air pressure and check the seal
for leakage indicated by the presence of bubbles
through the grease. If leakage occurs, another, new
seal must be fitted.

Lubricate the outer stationary clutch cone and
expand it into position on the reverse annulus gear
with the keyu'ay facing the external teeth, as shown in
fig. 8, taking care not to damage the inner face on the
edge of the annulus gear cone ; spring ring pliers
should be used for this operation. Do not expand the
cone more than necessary owing to the risk of distortion
and consequent loss of contact area. Turn the reverse
annulus gear over and fit the cushioning ring and
retainer ; rotate four-lug retainers to lock the lugs
in the holes.

Fit a new coupling oil seal to the end cover, blank
side facing rearwards, by tapping it into position,
taking care not to damage the brass shell ; any distortion
of the outer wall ma.v result in an oil leak between the
seal and the housing in the end cover.

The foregoing procedure is common to the reverse
assemblies covered in this section. but the remalnlng
sequence of operations varies slightlv bet*'een the
1952 and 1953 models and the Sr\{ model.

1952 and 1953 models
Fit the front bearing and the spring ring into the

housing in the extension casing.

Support the extension casing, inner cone uppermost,
on blocks or over a hole in the bench to give clearance
to the output shaft when it passes through the casing.

Place the reverse annulus gear thrust washer in
position on its bearing surface with a thin layer of
grease to hold it in position and fit the annulus gear
to the inner cone and extension casing ; align the outer
clutch cone keyway between the bolt holes at the
bottom of the casing.

Holding all componenr parrs in position, lift the
output shaft, turn it over and enter it through the front
bearing. Hold the shaft by the driving flange and
lower the distance piece and the reverse planet carrier
into engagement with the teeth in the reverse ann-
ulus gear.

Press or drive the shaft through the front bearing,
using a block of wood or a flat metal packing piece
across the solid walls of the output shaft planet carrrer.
Check that the output shaft rotates freely ; any tendency
to bind may be caused by the output shaft washers
having slipped from the retainer.

Turn the assembly over and place the output shaft
planet carrier evenly on the bench. Oil the shaft and
fit the distance sleeve, flanged end uppermost, using a
hollow drift and hammer or press. Place the servo
drive gear on the shaft, worm gear first, and fit the
rear bearing using a press or hammer and tubular
drift.

Fit the speedometer and sen'o drives, as described
in Sections l l and 12 respectively, and check that the
gears engage smoothly and that the shafis rotate freely.

The end cover and coupling on these models cannot
be fitted until the reverse assembly has been refitted
to the gearbox.

SM model

The hnal stages of assembling of the SM model
rel 'erse assemblv drffer onll '  sl ightly from the 1952
and 1953 models. Due to the freedom of the front
bearing in its housing, the bearing itself, and not the
extension casing, must be supported during fitting of
the outnut shaft. The thickness of the servo drive

+- LOCATING WASHER

<- SERVO DRIVE GEAR

- DISTANCE SLEEVE

|l +- FRONT BEARING
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Assessing th ickness of  servo

dr ive gear locat ing washer
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gear locating washer must be assessed before fitting
the output shaft.

The reverse assembly can be assembled completely
before being refitted to the gearbox if a bench fixture
for holding the assembiy is available, otherwise the
assessment of the output shaft end nip washer and the
final tightening and locking of the securing nut are best
left until the assembly is bolted to the gearbox casing.

Assess the thickness of the servo drive gear locating
washer as described later in this section.

Make up a tubular support approximately 3f inches
long with an external diameter less than the outer race
of the front bearing and a bore to accommodate the
output shaft as it passes through the bearing.

Fit the inner seal, inner clutch cone and reverse
annulus gear to the extension casing as described
earlier. Fit the front bearing into its housing.

Place the tubular support over a hoie in the bench or
set it up to give end ciearance to the output shaft when
it passes through the casing. Lift the extension casing
on to the support so that the front bearing rests on the
support tube. Enter the output shaft into the bearing,
lowering the reverse planet carier gears into engagement
with the reverse annulus gear. Press or drive the output
shaft through the bearing.

Stand the assembly evenly on the output shaft planet
carrier and fit the distance sleeve, servo drive gear and
locating washer, and the rear bearing. The distance
sleeve and the inner race of the rear bearing are a tight
fit on tire shaft and will have to be pressed or driven
into position.

Fit the servo drive shaft and the speedometer drive
and check them for engagement of gears and freedom
of rotation.

Apply a thin coat of 'Wellseal' jointing compound
to the face of the end cover and bolt it to the extension
casing. Fit the gearbox moirnting bracket.

Fit the coupling, applying a thin srnear of grease
where it passes through the seal. Check that the shaft
threads project approximately { inch above the base of
the recess in the flange indicating that the shaft has
been pushed home correctly during assembling.

I O
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lssessdzg the thickness of the serzso drioe gear
locating usasher (SM model only)

The thickness of the servo drive gear locating washer
must be assessed before fitting the output shaft and
sub-assemblies to the extension casins.

Measure the length of the distance piece, front
bearing, distance sleeve and the servo drive gear, using
a micrometer or vernier calipers, and add these four
measurements together. Subtract the total from 3.609
inches. The remainder is the thickness of the locating
washer (fig. l3). A minus tolerance of 0.005 inches
is allowed, thus giving a total thickness of the four parts
concerned plus the locating washer of 3.604 to 3.609
inches.

REFITTING TO THE GEARBOX

The procedure for refitt ing the reverse assembly to
the gearbox casing is the same for all models dealt with
in this section with the exception that the end cover
and coupling of the 1952 and 1953 model cannot be

Fig.  l4 Assessing th ickness of  end nip wasner



fitted until the extension casing-to-gearbox securing
bolts have been fitted.

Nuts and bolts must be tightened to the torque
loading given in the ' Summary of Repair Data.'

Remove the rear clutch hub retaining plate, check
that the clutch hub is engaged correctly in all clutch
plates as described in Section 14 and fit the main shaft
and the thrust and adjusting washers.

Fit a new gasket to the extension casing-to-gearbox
face (1952 and 1953 models), check that the outer
clutch cone is in the socket in the extension casing and
that the keyway is aligned with that in the gearbox
casing. Fit the key to the keyway using grease to hold
it in position. Fit the assembly to the gearbox casing
and insert and screw in the parking pawl support bolt
for alignment purposes. Fit the remaining bolts and
tighten them evenly.

Align the driving flange bolt holes and screw in the
bolts,checking the output shaft for freedom of turning
and the main shaft for freedom of movement while
the bolts are being tightened progressively. If the
output shaft becomes stiff to turn, or locks, or the main
shaft cannot be moved, remove the reverse assembly
and check that the rear clutch hub is, in fact, home
in the rear drum and that the main shaft end float
adjusting and thrust washers have not slipped from
their respective recesses. If either of these washers
have slipped, and become trapped, it must be checked
for damage or distortion and renewed if necessary.
If new clutch plates have been fitted to the front or
rear drum a certain amount of stiffness may be en-
countered but it should still be possible to turn the
output shaft by hand.

Check the end float of the main shaft as described
under 'Dismantling.' This is a routine assembly
operation but may have to be carried out during
investigation of stiffness described in the foregoing
paragraph. Fit the main shaft spring ring.

Fit the coupling, assess the thickness of the end nip
adjusting washer and fit the adjusting washer, clamping
washer, tabwashers and securing nut. Tighten the
nut and bend up the locking tabs.

Output shaJt end nip

The end nip of the output shaft is set to ensure that
all components are locked in their relative positions on
the shaft.

The method of assessment of washer thickness is the
same for the 1952 and 1953 and the SM models.

In addition to the standard parts, the following extra
parts will be required for this operation.

A slave adjusting washer of known thickness
between 0.040 and 0.060 inches.

A packing washer approximately0. 100 inches
thick and of the same bore as the ad-
justing washer.

After the couplng has been fitted place the slave
washer and the packing lvasher into the recess in the
coupling. Fit the clamping washer and tighten the
nut until all end clearance has been taken up.

: ..-

Fig.  l5 Tightening the output  shaf t  secur ing nut
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Remove the nut and packing washer and fit the
clamping washer. Refit and tighten the nut. Mount
a dial test indicator to read on the coupling flange as
shown in fig. 14. Push the shaft into the casing and
set the indicator dial to zero. Pull the shaft outwards
and note the reading.

The thickness of the end nip adfusting washer
required is,

Thickness of slave washer + D.T.I. reading
+ 0.004 to 0.010 inches (0.008 inches is

used on initial assemblv).

Measure the thickness of the existing adf usting
washer and if suitable, and otherwise serviceable, refit

, 2
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it. If this washer is unsuitable, select a washer to give
the appropriate end nip.

Remove the nut, clamping washer and the slave
washer and fit the selected adjusting washer, clamping
washer, tabwasher and nut. Fit the holding tool
(flg. 15) tighten the nut and bend up the locking tabs.
Remove the holding tool and refit the units listed at
the beginning of this section.

TESTING

The reverse assembly can be tested for correct
functioning only by refitting the gearbox to the car
(Section l) and carrying out reverse and forward
selection of gears as described in Chapter 2.


